II. OPERATOR DUTIES

The most important duty of the GE-225 System operator is the actual operation of the central procesor
and the system's peripheral equipment. His knowledge
of the equipment and i t s operating procedures and h i s
cautious application of this knowledge can make considerable difference in whether the equipment operates
a t 100 p e r cent o r a t some unreasonably low figure
such a s 60 p e r cent. To a certain extent, the operator
s h a r e s equipment responsibility with the service engineers, and a congenial, cooperative relationship
between operators and service engineers can go a
long way toward improving actual system performance.

During operation, the operator must service periphe r a l s for individual runs; handle input and output;
control the execution of the program; and, when the
conlputer stops during an operation, locate tHe e r r o r s
if possible and r e s t a r t the program. From available
instructions such a s those in the run book o r on the
instruction card, the operator will load magnetic tape
handlers, s e t switches, and make s u r e that the correct controller-selector plug is connected for each
peripheral.
He will load punched paper tape, load
punched cards, including necessary loader c a r d s and
routines called for, and in general take c a r e of and
properly label all input output media. Setting up
peripherals takes time, but extra c a r e here is time
well invested.

In addition to the equipment responsibilities, the
operator is responsible for monitoring and logging
operations, assisting programmers, correcting transitory e r r o r s , and caring for input and output media.
Here again, the results obtained from system operation will depend largely upon the skill and understanding of the operator. This manual will attempt
to include necessary information for operatorperformance in these areas.

A good operator is more than a button pusher. Intelligence and ingenuity a r e needed if the computer is to
be efficiently utilized, The operator should e x a n ~ i ~ ~
output and compare i t to examples in the run book. If
the output does not look right, the operator may need
to call on the programmer for help in determining
correct procedures for running the progranl. Until
a program becomes routine, most progranlmers a r e
anxiously watching the output a s i t is being printed.

INTRODUCTION
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Equipment and Operation Responsibility
At some sites, the service engineer turns on the equipment, cleans working p a r t s , and does any necessary
maintenance before turning the system over to the
operator. Each day such items a s cleaning read heads
with alcohol, emptying the chip box on the paper tape
punch, replacing worn ribbons on type-out machines
may be done by maintenance personnel, but should be
checked by theoperator. In cases where there is heavy
use of the equipment, i t may be necessary for the opera t o r to perform these duties a t the beginning of each
shift or even m o r e often. There i s a definite procedure
for turning the equipmept on and off; i t i s covered in
Section I11 of this manual. The operator should know
how to do this, even though i t may be done by the
s e r v i c e engineer. The operator will usually be responsible for shutting down the system a t the end of the
day.

A C T I O N U N D E R EMERGENCY
CONDITIONS

Because the computer is an extremely expensive piece
of equipment and because the operator may be solely
in charge of it during much of i t s operating time, he
must be thoroughly familiar with the procedures for
handling emergency conditions. Besides preventing
unnecessary damage to equipment, the c o r r e c t action
on the operator's p a r t may also prevent h a r m to p e r sonnel. All operators and service engineers in the
computer a r e a a t the time of an emergency condition
should s h a r e responsibility for action.
Exact procedures of shutting down the entire system
will depend on the urgency of the situation; that is,
whether the emergency is predicted, about to occur,

is occurring, o r has already occurred. For instance,
a flood may be predicted; a fire may be approaching
the system room; a peripheral may be shorting out;
o r a main power supply may have failed. In each case,
the operator should weigh the importance of saving
data against the amount of time he feels he has before
he must get main power off to the system. In each
case of doubt, throw the main power switches and worry
about saving o r retrieving data after the emergency is
over.

Fire

Most fires can be avoided if matches, cigarettes, ashes, etc., a r e not thrown into wastepaper
baskets. Lf a fire starts in the computer room,
regardless of i t s cause, take the following action:

1.

Immediately shut power off with the
master circuit breaker on the main
power panel.

2.

Release the fire alarm warning signal.

3.

Evacuate personnel from the area a s
quickly a s possible.

4.

Notify plant guards of the location of
the fire.

5.

Notify service engineeringpersonnel of
the emergency condition.

6.

Use carbon dioxide extinguishers on the
electrical equipment. (Never use water
o r any other kind of extinguisher on an
electrical fire.)

Power Failure

If external power should fail, take the following
steps:
1.

Immediately shut power off at the
master circuit breaker on the main
power panel.
(This is necessary to
avoid damage to the equipment.)

2.

Notify the service engineer of the power
failure.

Air Conditioning Failure

When air conditioning fails from any cause,
room temperature will rise to a point which
endangers computer operation. Temperatures
above 80 degrees Fahrenheit a r e considered
dangerous. When air conditioning fails, take
the following action:
1.

Follow normal shutdown procedures to
remove power from the centralprocess o r and peripheral equipment.

2.

Notify service engineering personnel.

3.

Notify building maintenance personnel.

Injury to Personnel

Emergency phone numbers of medical personnel
should be posted a t the control panel o r in a
conspicuous place in the computer area. If
there is an injury to personnel, take the following action:
1.

Do not move the injured person unless
his position would cause further injury.

2.

Notify the designated medical personnel.

Flood

If water gets into the computer room o r in a
computer wiring area such a s under a false
floor, take the following steps:
1.

,

Shut power off. If flooding appears to
be slight and gradual, follow normal
shutdown procedure. If flooding is extensive and fast, shut power off with
the master circuit breaker on the main
power panel.

2.

Notify building maintenance personnel
and plant guards.

3.

Notify service engineering personnel.

4.

Evacuate personnel a s necessary.

If medical personnel a r e nat on duty in
the plant, contact any building securlty
personnel who will assist with first aid
and/or ambulance service.
If conditions indicate a delay in con-

tinued computer operations, follow normal shutdown procedures to remove
power from the central processor and
peripheral equipment.
Safety Considerations

To avoid serious injury, operating personnel

should adhere to basic safety practices. Operator functions have been specified with a view
to permitting the operator to handle equipment
only to the degree that i t is safe, both for himself and for the equipment. The foll0wu-g list
specifies safety considerations which a r e of.
importance to all operators.
1.

Do not remove covers to any equipment unless specifically instructed to
do s o by this operating manual and
confirmed by the Product Service Engineer.

2.

Do not attempt to remove a jam from
any machine while it is w i n g .

3.

Do not operate a machine with covers
off.

4.

Do not use power extension cords in
the operating area.

GENERAL SITE OPERATING
PROCEDURES

Each site must develop methods of schedulingmachine
time, of keeping logs of machine performance, of
recording information about programs run, and of
operating a tape and card library. There are, of
course, numerous ways to do this, and some locations
may have individual problems which make one method
better than another. One o r more methods will be
suggested here, and the sample forms included may
be used without change, o r may be usedas a basis for
designing forms to better suit a particular operation.
Schedule of Computer Operation

A sample schedule of operation is shown in Figure
11-1. Such a form is useful for precise scheduling.
Although scheduling of computer time is a management problem, the operator should be aware of how
scheduling is done. There a r e two methods of scheduling computer time, block scheduling and individual
scheduling.
In block scheduling, blocks of time
a r e assigned to an organization o r a customer to use
a s needed. In individual scheduling, the name of the
person involved is entered on the scheduling form.
In Figure 11-1, a combination of the two methods has
been used.
The first two columns show block
scheduling, and the third column shows individual
scheduling.
..
If a programmer does not show up a t the appointed
time, his name can be shifted to the bottom of the
block o r used a s a fill-in later in the day. The
operator s h u l d encourage programmers to show up

early, in case the previous run is completed ahead of
schedule. It is important that computer time be
scheduled s o the system is never idle; the time is too
valuable to ever be wasted.
Instructions to the Operator

There a r e numerous ways in which the operator can
be given the specific instructions needed to run a program. These may vary from verbal instructions to a
whole book on the operation of a single program. Of
course, the more standardized-instructions become,
the easier i t is for all concerned. Completed production programs have Programmer's R&I ~ o o k swhich
should contain all the information an operator would
ever need to run a program. Atmany locations, operations a r e s o standardized that there a r e run books
for every program and the same programs a r e used
day in and day out. Where a p r o g r q has not reached
its final stage of completion, the programmer has
probably not finished writing the run book. In such
cases, the programmer will either be on hand to direct
the running (usually debugging) of theprogramorprovide written operating instructions for eachparticular
operation. Several instruction forms will be described
and illustrated.
Programmer's Run Book. This book is actually a
procedures manual; its purpose is to provide a written
record of everything pertinent to a run. It is identified
by the title of the runandusually gives the name of the
programmer. Some of the information is written specifically for the operator. Even portions of the manual
which a r e not directed to the operator will be of
interest to him, for they will assist him in understanding what the program is about.
Under the section heading of 'Operator Instructions,'
the following types of information a r e found:

1.

E r r o r procedures, rerun and restart instructions, and average run time. A list
of program halts, their meaning, andspecified operator action.

2.

Initial setup for tape input and output, including tape labels and controller plug
numbers; disposition of tapes.

3.

Printer controller plug number, paper form
number, setup of print position, VFU tape
name, line number, punch number, and
length.

4.

Card description for use with card punch,
including form number of card and color
code, if any.

5.

Document handler controller plug number,
description of o r number of plugboard, if
used.

k h d u l e of Operation
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Figure 11-1. Sample Schedule of Operation
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6.

Typewriter tab settings, if non-standard.
Description of typeouts which could include
a dictionary of informative typeouts and
corresponding operator action.

7.

O r d e r of c a r d placement in card reader,
including program cards, data cards, loader
cards, t r a n s f e r cards, blank cards, andany
others used.

8.

All instructions for setup of the control console, such a s option switch settings.

9.

Memory dump requirements and instructions for the dumps.

10.

Take-down procedure, which covers information such a s disassembly of theprogram
and data decks of cards, labeling of punched
cards, identification of reports from the
printer, rewinding and labeling of all tapes.
It specifies disposition of all cards, tapes
and reports.

A r e a s of information in a run book which a r e not
written directly f o r the operator, but which should
nevertheless be of interest and assistance to him a r e :
1.

2.

General run description, This is a narrative description of the scope and purpose
of the program. Itusually states the system
components required for the program's
operation.
A general (top level) flow chart. This usually shows the source and disposition of all
input/output. It indicates the input/output
tapes, paper tape, cards, printer etc., and
specifies tape unit numbers, plugs, and
labels.

3.

Input and output specifications. This covers
c a r d and tape formats and descriptions of
each field.
P r i n t e r formats and field
descriptions a r e also given.

4.

Detailed flow charts. These indicate all
of the major programming steps.

5.

Memory allocation chart. This l i s t s the
a r e a s of the program in memory and shows
locations of input, output, constants, working
storage, and available memory. It also
shows locations of major subroutines.

m e r a t o r Instruction Sheet. This form, illustrated in
Figure 11-2, was developed for use in run books, but
i t has been found useful in giving instructions for
nonproductive types of runs and during debugging

stages of runs which would later have their own run
books

.

Operator Instruction Cards. C a r d s can be used to
provide a compact form of instructions to the operator, a s illustrated in FigureII-3. Here, all necessary
information is written on a c a r d the sizeof a tab card.
It should be noted that on each of these c a r d s there is
a space f o r the operator to write his initials, the date,
the running time of the program, as well as any special
r e m a r k s about the operation of the run.

Operator Manual. Frequently, a s i t e will make up a
manual consisting of exerpts of the operatingportions
of run books and other pertinent operating instructions, such a s those for utility routines, assembly,
and compiler manuals, Depending on the scope of the
instructions and the familiarity of the operator with
the various programs, the manual may be used instead
of the m o r e lengthy run books o r other manuals on
specific programs.

Error and Operator Corrective Action

Specific e r r o r s and operator corrective action a r e described in the individual sections on eachperipheral and
in the section on the console.
However, a few
generalized r e m a r k s on these procedures can be made
here.
When a program stops, the operator must determine
whether the e r r o r condition was an operator e r r o r ,
program e r r o r , o r an equipment e r r o r . This determination is often a matter of judgement on the operator's
part. The m o r e simple of each of these types of e r r o r s
can often be corrected on the spot and the program can
be continued. Often a second p a s s a t the program will
be successful. If the e r r o r is found to be caused by the
operator o r by the program, the operator shouldmake
a note of it in the operator's log book f o r future use.

Operator e r r o r s . It is obvious that for this type of e r ror, the operator either made a m i s t a k e in the o r d e r of
procedure o r , for example, in the actual setting of
switches, placing of tapes on tape handlers, o r method
of feeding input c a r d s o r p a p e r t a p e . The solution is to
review the instructions f o r the particular operation,
then check everything that was done to s e e i f an e r r o r
was made. In checkingperipheral equipment, the operator will soon learn which a r e the most common mistakes. Each peripheral in use will have to be examined
to be s u r e i t is properly s e t up and in a ready condition.
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Figure 11-3. Two Types of Operator Instruction Cards
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Program Errors. The operator will want to make sure
his equipment and operating procedures a r e in order
before blaming the program for the halt. A persistent
repetition of halts in the same area of the program is
apt to be an indication of a program e r r o r o r , if there
has been a series of halts known to be due to programming errors, the operator may save time by checking
first for another program error. During the running
of a program in the debugging stage, and when the programmer i s not present, the operator must have a definite understanding about whether he is to make any
program changes o r corrections on his own. When a
program i s past the debugging stage, the operator
should consult the run book for any applicable instructions, but in no case should he make changes in
the program.
A review of the section of this manual on console oper-

ations will explain procedures of program changing.
The first thing for the operator to notice is the information in the I Register which tells him what instruction is not yet executed, and the information in the P
Register which i s the location of the I Register's instruction. The information in the A Register is only
meaningful to one who has a knowledge of the program
at that point.
Equipment Errors. If an e r r o r condition cannot be
pinpointed at the time a s an operator o r a programming error, the operator should call the service
engineer for help. Until the service engineer arrives,
the operator can save.valuable time by makinga careful record of all console indicators, switch settings,
and peripheral indicators so he can give it to the engineer the moment he arrives.
Another type of e r r o r i s that related to input/output
media. The trouble can be a bad card, a bad spot on
the magnetic tape, o r a worn o r torn portion of paper
tape. Most card jams can be clearedby the operator.
Magnetic and paper tape flaws can usually be seen upon inspection. Procedures to follow in correcting o r
replacing faulty input/output media a r e described in
the sections of this manual which apply to individual
peripherals.
Reporting forms for Equipment Failure. At some locations it has been found helpful to use a special form for
reporting equipment difficulties and corrective action
by service engineering personnel. Figure 11-4 is an
example of such a form.

is usedby management in scheduling computer time and

in determining whether the system is beingused effectively. The programming supervisor canuse the information to determine how much time is usedfor certain
approaches to programming and in determining the
efficiency of his programmers (that is, the amount of
time required for debugging). The log is also used by
maintenance personnel in learning the details of difficulties experienced during operation and in determining the efficiency of maintenance procechlres.
The exact form of the log should depend upon the cost
accounting of the particular site. However, there is
emough similarity between activities to make the following two examples of logs quite typical of the kind of
iog an operator would use. The log must account for
i l l time during which the computer i s turned on. Besides designating the time used a s goodproduction time
and debugging time, the log must account for scheduled and nonscheduled maintenance time. Because
both the operators and service engineering personnel
are responsible for computer time, they usually use
the same log. Here again, the operator must build
a cooperative working arrangement with service
engineers to avoid misunderstandings over the use of
the log.
Figure 11-5 i s a daily computer log used by one site.
Figure 11-6 is a more general type of log which by
means of a code, gives the user a choice of 16 types
of time classifications. The log must be kept at the
control console for use at the time of actual operation.
Systems which have a time clocksupplementandverify the information on their logs by use of a time card
(Figure 11-7). The card is a regular tabulator card
designed for use with key punch equipment. It should
be noticed that there is a space to indicate unused time,
so a record can be kept of all the time during which the
computer is on. The user fills out the card, and gives
it to the operator to put into the time clock. The time
clock is made especially for installation under the edge
of the console desk where it can be easily reached by
the operator. When the time card i s pushed into the
clock, it prints the start time. When the card is pushed
in a second time, it prints the stop time. Time i s
recorded in hours (24 hours to the day) and in hundredths of hours.

Computer Utilization Logs

It i s necessary that complete and accurate logs be
kept of all machine time. The operator can see how
important these logs a r e 'bhen he realizes that each
minute of time is a vital cost consideration, and it is
mainly from his logs that the time utilization breakdown
is made. Charge numbers may be requiredby the accounting office for each type of time. The information

Although the operator is not usually responsible for
scheduling of computer time, he can do much to insure
efficient use of the time. He canmake known (through
his supervisor) any irregularities in use of computer
time. He can also make it a custom to see that miscellaneous but necessary programs a r e always available to run when computer time unexpectedly becomes
available.
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Figure 11-7.

Sample Time Card

Log Terminology. It is important that there be
complete understanding of log terminology by both
those who make the logs and those who use them. If
there is any doubt about the meaning of any of the
*terms, the operator should insist that each term be
'defined in writing. The following partial listof terms
may o r may not provide the exact meaning necessary
to mderstand the log terminology of a particular site,
but i t should provide some familiarity with the terms.
Machine Error.
malfunction.

Lost time caused by machine

Operator Error. Lost time caused from operator error.
Input Error.
data.

Time lost because of faulty input

Deburnin&. Applies to all work in program
checkout stage.
Production. This code is used for all work that
is checked out and known to be workingproperly.

Scheduled Maintenance. This is used when
service engineering personnel a r e on the machine during the normal maintenance time.
Unscheduled Maintenance. This is used when it
is necessary for service engineering personnel
to work on the machine during normal center
operation; but it does not necessarily halt operations on equipment other than that being
repaired.
System Checkout. This category will be used if
operator is having machine trouble and decides
to run some diagnostics to determine trouble
areas.
Power-on-time.
Time starting when power is
turned on a t the beginning of each day and ending
when power i s turned off at the end of the day.
Total available time. Includes all time that the
equipment has power on, l e s s preventative maintenance.

Overhead. Time charged to computer operations, such a s tape edit and tape cleaning.

Library Storage and Reference Files

Training. Time when a training group is using
the computer, such a s product service training,
computer operations training, and other internal
groups.

A regular library storage and handling procedure
should be established for both tapes and cards. Some
sites may be large enough to have a librarian to control the storage and use, while at other locations, the
operators have this responsibility.

Utility Failure. Timelost throughpower failure.
Unused.

Time when the machine is idle.

Facility Failure, Time when failure is caused
by a i r conditioning, humidity control, etc.

Magnetic Tapes. Either a librarian o r the senior
operator should establish procedures for storage,
checkout, and use of master tapes, save tapes, and
scratch tapes. Master tapes a r e those which contain
a master file of permanent o r semi-permanent information. The information on the tapes is updated

rather than replaced. Save tapes a r e those which
contain information which must be saved for a short
period of time. Scratch tapes a r e those which have
information which is of no further use and may be
destroyed.
Tapes should be identified by numbers painted on
their reels. A tape control form such a s the one
illustrated in Figure 11-8 can be used for record purposes.

the controller, and the manager of the computer center
before a change may be made.
An example of tape library procedure is described in
the following paragraphs. This example explains the
procedure used by an activity which has a librarian
and keeps a tabulator card record of the use and
storage of every tape in its libraky. Like the other
examples in this manual, it may either be copied o r
used a s a basis for designing procedures to more
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Figure 11-8. Sample Tape Control Form.
The left portion of this form is made in triplicate,
and the first copy has an adhesive back. The right
portion of the form is in duplicate. When a programm e r checks out a tape for use, he fills out the form
and fastens the adhesive backed portion to the reel
itself. He keeps one copy of the form, and gives one
copy to the librarian (or operator). Activities which
have a sizable and active tape library use the information from these forms to punch tabulator cards
which can be sorted and used to give various printouts of tape library information. A log of tape use
may be kept on a form like the one in Figure 11-9.
Because of the importance of master program tapes,
special precautions a r e taken with these. A duplicate
of a master tape i s usually kept for use in case some
of the information i s destroyed and needs to be r.etrieved. AS an added safety precaution, duplicates of
master tapes a r e stored in a different location and
often in a different building to eliminate loss of information: for example, in-case of a fire. Duplicates
can easily be made by use of the tape copy routine.
At most locations, no change may be made in a master
program tape without special authorization. Figure
11-10 is an example of aformusedby an activity which
requires the signature of the assigned programmer,

aptly fit a particular situation.
1.

Two source logs of tapes are kept for each
24-hour period. One log i s a t the console
where tape reels to be saved a r e listed.
The other i s in the tape library and lists
save tapes released for use.

2.

The release of save tapes (to become scratch
tapes) is the responsibility of the programmer. Release may be made either by a
retention schedule o r by initialed entry of
the library's tape log.

3.

At the beginning of each working day the
librarian performs the following functions:
a.

Collects the tape logs.

b.

Updates the tape file (of tab cards on
each save-tape reel) as to retention
schedule o r entries from the logs.

c.

Updates cards by key punching information about scratch tapes that have
changed to save tapes.

Figure 11-9. Sample Log of Tape Use

d

Removes cards that represent save
tapes changed to scratch tapes, and
places them in the history file.

e.

Makes a new scratch-tape card for the
tape released in step a.

f.

Files newly made cards for save tapes
by file number and date, with the latest
date first in the files.

g.

Files updated scratch cards behind remainder of scratch cards in the file to
provide rotation of tapes,

h.

i.

4.

Preselects all tapes- for the console
operator for all shifts and places these
cards in an in-use section of the file.
Scratch tapes to be used are taken to
correspond to the first cards in the
scratch file (this permits tape rotation).
Places cards corresponding to the
scratch tapes used the previous day in
the back of the scratch-tape file.

5r

After the card file is completely updated
for the day, a complete listing is made of
the cards including the in-use file.

The retention schedule mentioned in step 3b above is
a schedule used with production-run tapes. The schedule lists data numbers which identify a reel as containing a certain kind of data. Depending on the kind
of data, the reel must be kept a specified number of
days after the save tape was originated
See Section M of this manual for additional information on tape handling and storage.
Cards. There should be a working card file and a
duplicate card file of all frequently used routines
such as sorts, loaders, and dumps. The duplicate
file is necessary to permit reproduction of the card
in case the card in the working file is damaged o r
lost. Each time cards are removed from the duplicate
file, the cards must be reproduced and replaced so a s
to keep a complete file at all flmes.

If the librarian is absent, the senior oper-

ator selects scratch-tape reels corresponding to the cards in the front of the scratchtape card file and places the cards in the
in-use section of the file.
.

.

See Section VI of this manual for additional information
on card handling and storage.
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Figure II-10. Sample Master Program Change Request
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ASSISTANCE T O T H E PROGRAMMER
The operator is an essential member of the team that
uses and operates a GE-225System. Theprogrammer
L also essential, and the wise operator will learn to
cooperate and get along with each individualprogrammer. It helps if the programmer knows something
about the operation of the computer. Since the programmer uses the GAP language o r some other
pseudo coding technique, he may o r may not be completely familiar with the actual machine language. With
a new system, programmers will all be anxious to try
new programs a s soon a s possible and they will be
interested in learning all they can about the computer.
The programmer who devises a run will often be
present when the program is debugged and during
initial production runs.

Debugging
The term debugging refers to the process of determining the correctness of a computer routine, locating
e r r o r s in it, and correcting them. The term i s also
used, mainly by service personnel, in reference to
detecting and correcting malfunctions of the computer
equipment.
Each new program must go through a
stage of debugging, for i t is inconceivable that a program which contains, for example, 10,000 instructions,
would not have e r r o r s in it. There a r e many ways in
which crippling mistakes can be made in a program,
and i t i s mandatory that each mistake be found. Console debugging such a s stepping through a portionof a
program on the computer, i s frowned upon because it
is a waste of time for all concerned a s well a s a waste
of computer time. The best procedure (after operator
and equipment e r r o r s have been ruled out) i s to note
the e r r o r indicator lights and the contents of the I, A,
and Q registers and of the P counter; take a complete
memory dump; and remove the program so that the
next run can be started. Some installations use a
form called a 'Hang-up Sheet' a s illustrated in Figure
II-11.
This form permits the operator to quickly
indicate the exact conditions at the time the program
stopped.
Some installations use a 'Debug Instruction Sheet'
such a s the one illustrated in Figure 11-12. This
permits the programmer to designate specifically,
without being present, what i s to be done. The operator may o r may not know when an e r r o r is encountered in the program. The program may 'hang up'
when i t comes upon an e r r o r which means i t will stop
unintentionally (at a place where it was not programmed to stop). The program may also 'hang in a loop'
when i t comes upon an e r r o r , which means i t will
repeat a loop indefinitely and never get out of it. The
operator should be able to identify programmed loops
by referring to the run bdok which specifies these
loops. The operator, in some cases, may not recog.nize that the program i s hung in a loop until he notices

that the time limit for theprogram hasbeen exceeded.
A rule is sometimes made that a program should be
stopped when i t has exceeded i t s known time length by
ten per cent. However, whenperipheral equipment has
stopped all visible operation and the centralprocessor
continues to operate, the operator can very well suspect that the program is in a loop. If, after checking
the run book, the operator is still uncertain of the
computer's operation, he can set the AUTO/MANUAL
switch on the console to MANUAL and step through
the program to determine exactly what i s going on.
(See Section IV for directions on manually stepping
through the program). In some cases, the program
may continue with whatever processing i t is supposed
to be doing, but produce faulty results, for example,
i t may punch cards with incorrect information on them.
In these cases, the operator will never identify an
e r r o r condition, but i t is still important that he provide the programmer with a memory dump and any
other information so that the programmer can then
analyze the program.

Relationship Between
Operator & Service Engineer

The operator must learn to recognize when any malfunction needs the service engineer's assistance. He
will learn that better cooperation is obtained from the
engineers if he does not call them unnecessarily and;
if when the engineer's services a r e necessary, he can
provide him with a complete description of what went
wrong, supplying all necessary information from panel
indicators at the time of equipment stoppage. This
manual tries to spell out in detail the division of
authority and responsibility between operators and
service personnel; but i t must be remembered that
there is leeway for operating sites to alter this relationship to best fit the schedules, equipment, and
personnel of the individual location.

Operator Behavior and Appearance

The operator should maintain proper decorum and
appearance in the operating room. Computer installations a r e always more o r l e s s show places where
important visitors a r e brought by company executives.
The operator, by his behavior and appearance, can add
o r detract from the favorable impression that should
be made. As a skilled individual, the operator should
seek to maintain status in that respect.
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Caution: Be sure all information has been recorded before taking memory dump.
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Figure II-11. Sample Hang-up Sheet
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DEBUG INSTRUCTION SHEET
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Program Name
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Card Output
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Figure 11-12. Sample Debug Instruction Sheet
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